Santa Sets
MCC Visits
Library

Deck the library with volumes of holly.

'Tis the Christmas season and the Associated Students' Council, AMS, and AWS, are sponsoring a seasonal open house Wednesday at 11:00 in the library.

Entertainment will be provided by the Spartan Singers. Special guests will include Santa Claus, who is rumored to come bearing gifts.

This activity is open to all students, and refreshments will be served.

Dry Skiers Hit
Campus Slopes

By Karen Magaldi

It snowed at MCC last Wednesday — or so it seemed. The Spartan Ski Club was out on the lawn en masse, watching Ski Instructor Ed Sullivan slide over the slopes on campus.

The students who will not be attending second semester or those who dropped first semester after the 10-day deadline. The effects of loss of sales and added refunds can only be estimated but are sure to have a profound effect on the budget and activities. Assuming that there are no A.S. Card sales next semester this would decrease our income by $3000 and mean we would have less operating income to meet our expenses. On the assumption that at least half the student body is allowed refunds, this would create an estimated $12,000 additional expense. There is virtually no way we could absorb this kind of an expense. With this kind of loss we would be forced to stop all remaining sports activities, close down the student government and all A.S. activities, shut off all departmental activities, scholarships, loans, and other miscellaneous expenses.

Loss of income from either refunds or non-purchasing of A.S. Cards would affect A.S. cards guarantee. More of this money A.S. Cards would affect Mee other miscellaneous expenses. Other incomes; we have received an income; we have received an income even before we received any benefits, and to participate in any other activities sponsored by the association, they also indirectly allow the student to purchase items in the bookstore and snack bar. The money received helps to support the bookstore, snack bar, all sports activities, the Music, Art, and Drama departments, A.S. sponsored dances, insurance, printing, The CHARGE, conventions, social affairs, cultural events, Homecoming, Christmas Open House, salaries, Intramurals, student loans, student workers, and other miscellaneous expenses.
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Parking Violators
Face Tow-Away

A crackdown on illegally parked cars in the faculty parking lot north of the Communications Center is scheduled to be in effect in January.

Until now, towing away of unauthorized vehicles has only been a threat; instead, since school opened, tickets have been given to offenders by the police.

This week, Dr. William Foran, stated that this new violation policy will ask local towing truck service to remove illegally parked autos at the owner's expense. The signs at the lot clearly states that the lot is for the parking only of faculty and visitors will be subject to towing.

Since tickets have been given in the past to offenders, Dr. Foran said, "The cars first to be towed are our "Regulars". He pointed out that the school in well aware of the prime offenders by now.

He added that others might follow, if the first "best-tow" is not sufficient warning for others to observe school regulations. Dr. Foran stated that the lot was purposefully set aside for faculty convenience and that operational hang-ups have been occurring in the mid-morning change of the student lots.

He cited the instance of the student's car parked behind that was blocked by a student's vehicle.

The student was listed in the parking area.

No Snow...But...

Speeding Car Flips Auto On Bernard Drive

The OPD and a tow truck made the MCC some Wednesday noon when a Spartan co-ed turned a red VW convertible up Bernard Drive on her way to class.

The student was travelling north at high speed when she apparently lost control of her car.

The vehicle crossed the dividing line, struck the curb, spun and flipped in a way that the car came to rest facing south, upside down in the center of the road, just south of the roadway leading to the Student Union.

The girl was uninjured and required no medical assistance but was shaken up by the accident.

Many of the members came prepared with extra stretch pants, the bulky sweaters, and the fuzzy headed warmers. Some even came with skis and boots, giving the area a resort look.

The OPD and a tow truck made the MCC scene Wednesday noon. The student was uninjured but was shaken up by the accident.

The speed limit of Bernard Drive is posted at 25 mph. An eyewitness estimated the speed of the vehicle in excess of 50 mph.
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**Opie Art On Display**

The exhibit contains paintings, graphics, sculptures, modern architecture and arts and crafts from three Mexican periods: Pre-Hispanic, Colonial and 19th Century, and Contemporary. Crumley Gallery hours are: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Monday and Wednesday; 9-11 a.m. Tuesday Through Friday; and 7-9 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

The exhibit closes Friday, December 12, 1969.

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

William L. Foran
Dean of Students

Editor:

Although I know the recap of the news in the last issue of the Chariot was supposedly a satire but, concerning the co-opjoke box, it hit upon an important point. That is a dollars worth of change can't be used to play 14 songs. It can play 12 songs. That isn't a small number of songs, but one dollar isn't a small amount of money to the college student either.

Music has always been considered one of the Fine Arts. The Fine Arts, all of them, should be appreciated for free. Although that statement is wishful thinking, consider the latest play put on at this college; it was free! The exhibits in the Crumley Gallery are free. Therefore what I am proposing is not a free joke box, but a solution. There are many possibilities as far as means to finance a less expensive juke box. Use ASB card funds, use the money which is made by the snack bar, even if it is only the profit made by not giving coffee refills or using bigger cups, hold a dance — I know quite a few bands who would play for free. If this idea has any chance a lot more ideas can and will be thought of. Let us be able to listen to music without having to spend all our few food-pennies.

Roy Schultz

Editor:

Next week the MiraCosta Young Republicans will sponsor two petitions in support of shifting some of the responsibility of the mayhem to our enemies.

Firstly, we are asking for the just and humane treatment of all prisoners of war in Vietnam, and, secondly, on another petition, we are urging support of President Nixon's program to end this war.

While some may think this issue to be dead, it will never be dead as long as any people continue to believe that death and torture are only a practical solution. There are many possibilities as far as means to finance a less expensive juke box. Use ASB card funds, use the money which is made by the snack bar, even if it is only the profit made by not giving coffee refills or using bigger cups, hold a dance — I know quite a few bands who would play for free. If this idea has any chance a lot more ideas can and will be thought of. Let us be able to listen to music without having to spend all our few food-pennies.

Bill Neiler

Editor:

Music has always been considered one of the Fine Arts. Therefore what I am proposing is not a free joke box, but a solution. There are many possibilities as far as means to finance a less expensive juke box. Use ASB card funds, use the money which is made by the snack bar, even if it is only the profit made by not giving coffee refills or using bigger cups, hold a dance — I know quite a few bands who would play for free. If this idea has any chance a lot more ideas can and will be thought of. Let us be able to listen to music without having to spend all our few food-pennies.

Bill Neiler
Revised Constitution To Offer More Efficient Representation

By Allen Giesen

Students asked for more efficient representation in the AS Constitution Revision Meeting on Monday.

As the constitution reads now, representatives are elected by the whole student body. A question was raised: "can anyone effectively represent this great number." One of the proposals was to elect the representatives from specific districts. The district lines could be drawn with division or alphabetical listings.

Arguments against this proposal ranged from the imbalance of divisions to the shift in investigation. The Chairman of divisions to the shift in investigation. The Chairman Allen Giesen suggested further investigation.

Other aspects discussed included fees and guests of the AS. The section on fees was clarified so students would understand where their AS Card money goes. The fee allows a member a right to participate in all activities authorized, delegated to, or sponsored by the Association. In the old section regarding guests, the phrasing allowed this great number." One of the questions was raised: "can anyone effectively represent this great number." One of the proposals was to elect the representatives from specific districts. The district lines could be drawn with division or alphabetical listings. The Chairman Allen Giesen suggested further investigation.

Other aspects discussed included fees and guests of the AS. The section on fees was clarified so students would understand where their AS Card money goes. The fee allows a member to participate in all activities authorized, delegated to, or sponsored by the Association. In the old section regarding guests, the phrasing allowed
Two In AVC Tourney

Spartans in overtime, 103-97. In Sequoias who squeaked by the Cagers Win One, Drop Barstow who is one of the game of the tournament the team the clincher, the Spartans met against L.A. Trade Tech was anBasketball team found out what Antelope Valley open to tour­ the Desert Conference has to this season, as they lost 2-won 1 in veterans.

Grapplers Compete In Southwestern Tourney

By James Vessey

MiraCosta wrestlers competed in the Southwestern tournament last Friday and got plenty of experience to prepare for the upcoming Western College Invitational to be held at Yuma, Ariz., tomorrow.

The Spartans entered three wrestlers at Southwestern and managed to win but three matches. Tom Inouye, weighing 134, Bernie Maher at 142, and Dave Schleich all won in the first round, with Inouye and Maher defeating Imperial Valley opponents and Dave Schleich defeating a Grossmont wrestler 4:1 in over­ time.

Inouye was the only MCC grappler to reach the consola­ tion bracket before suffering his two defeats. He was downed by Jim Martin of Imperial Valley and John Ibad of San Bernardino College.

Coach Oakley commented that this year’s team did consider­ ably better than last year’s squad who managed to win but a single match, and he’s look­ ing for better things at Yuma.

Cagers Win One, Drop Two In AVC Tourney

dropped easily by 103-80.

According to basketball coach Skip Enger, “height is the main problem this year, but the Cuesta Cagers plan to make up their height deficiency with speed.”

Coach Oakley commented that this year’s team did consider­ ably better than last year’s squad who managed to win but a single match, and he’s look­ ing for better things at Yuma.

MCC Beats Clock In Triple Overtime

by Al Moss

Playing one of their longest and best games of the season, the MiraCosta basketball team defeated the Southwestern Apache 102-95, in a triple overtime game at San Diego.

Led by the 31-point scoring barrage of Alan Ruden and a 22-point effort by Greg Nelson, the Spartans evened their record at 33 before leaving today for the Cuesta tourna­ ment at San Luis Obispo, Young Chabot Junior College at 5:00 in the opening round. The Apaches jumped to an 18 lead before MiraCosta rallied to tie the score at 21 behind the shooting of Nelson and Don Watson. Neither team could manage a lead bigger than five points from that point on until, finally, with 12 seconds

left, Steve Weddell tipped in a shot to send the game into over­ time with the scoreboard read­ ing 84-84.

Both teams scored seven poi nts in the first extra period and no in the second before the Spartans broke the game open, setting the final points of the third and final overtime to clinch the victory.